WHAT MEMBERS APPRECIATE ABOUT

THE COALITION
“ This coalition gets things done! ”
“ A place of opportunity for everybody. ”
“ Greatest asset is collaboration. Multiple

people and organizations coming together to
do great work. ”

“ The coalition brings together diverse

organizations that pool resources to achieve
lofty goals that seem impossible. ”

“ Sense of community, diversity, collaboration,
and togetherness. ”
“ I'm thankful for the partnerships and
networking with different organizations.
Getting together to fight inequalities in health
among Latinos. ”
“ LHFA consistently brings a variety of

individuals, residents, leaders, and those that
make things happen - TOGETHER! ”

“ It's great to see the passion for health and for
this community among all the people in the
room. It's INSPIRING! ”

“ Sharing the ideas and efforts to work for the
community. ”
“ Inclusivity and diversity are felt at every
meeting, big or small contributors all matter. It
promotes engagement from the bottom up. ”
“ The emphasis on community health
improvement that is specific and focuses on
cultural competence and engages many types
of people. ”
“ LHFA serves as a hub for organizations to

exchange information, resources, and ideas. ”

“ Transparency. Diversity. Inclusion. ”
“ Accountability - the regular meetings hold us
accountable to each other for the work we
commit to do. ”

“ This is a strong, active and remarkable

network of leaders and change agents.
No project is too big or small for the coalition
to get involved and activate resources. ”

“ Enjoying time together and the work we do
together (it can be hard/heavy when you feel
like you are facing BIG obstacles on your
own). ”

“ The collaboration and complementing the
work that's already going on in the
community. ”

“ I appreciate the togetherness and

connection, a great sense of community. ”

“ I'm thankful for such great team work. It’s a
blessing to the community to have the LHFA
Coalition. ”

